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Abstract: This paper evaluates fault protection methods of ungrounded low-voltage (LV) AC microgrids 

(MGs) based on transient simulation results of a typical ungrounded LVAC microgrid. By considering 

operation characteristics of ungrounded MGs and a literature review on existing MG fault protection 

solutions in recent years, possible fault protection methods are proposed for an ungrounded AC MG. 

Transient simulation results of an ungrounded AC MG are obtained by line-to-line (LL) and line-to-ground 

(LG) faults, and operation transition tests of the microgrid between autonomous and grid-connected 

operation modes. Based on the simulation results, advantages and disadvantages of each ungrounded 

microgrid protection solution are highlighted. In order to get the optimal fault protection, combinations 

among some or all of possible fault protection solutions of an ungrounded LVAC microgrid are found out. As 

a result, main contributions of the paper contain: (i) proposing and analysing available fault protection 

solutions of ungrounded LVAC MGs, (ii) doing the transient simulations of a typical ungrounded microgrid 

under different disturbance cases, and (iii) suggesting the necessary combinations among proposed fault 

protection solutions of ungrounded MGs. 

 

Key words: Fault analysis and protection, microgrid transient simulations, microgrid operation, and 

ungrounded microgrids. 

 
 

1. Introduction 

Microgrid technology is a main key for a development trend of smart-grids. A microgrid can operate at 

grid-connected and islanded modes, which contains distributed generation technologies (such as 

micro-turbines, fuel-cells, photovoltaic systems, etc.) in combination with energy storage devices (such as 

batteries, super-capacitors, and flywheels) and dispersed loads. The microgrid works in safety, stability, and 

reliability due to diversified protection devices, energy management systems and control strategies [1]. 

Distributed generators (DGs) used in a microgrid are categorized into inverter-based distributed generators 

(IBDGs) and rotating-based distributed generators (RBDGs) [2]. From the above categorization of DGs, an 

ungrounded AC microgrid is configured only if all following conditions are satisfied, including: (i) IBDGs 

only use 3-phase and 3-wire power converter interfaces (i.e. power converters do not use a grounded 

neutral wire/or their grounded fourth legs) to directly connect to the microgrid; (ii) IBDGs and RBDGs use 

ungrounded isolation transformers (e.g. delta/un-grounded wye transformers, un-grounded 
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wye/ungrounded wye transformers) to connect to the microgrid; (iii) grid-connected transformers (or 

distribution transformers) placed between microgrids and the utility grids can be ungrounded or grounded 

at the primary side; and (iv) DGs and energy storage devices are not grounded. On the other hand, 

advantages of the ungrounded AC microgrids are: (i) negligible earth fault currents and (ii) operation of 

ungrounded microgrids is continued during ground faults (in other words, microgrid protective relays 

should not trip in case of the ground faults). Besides that, disadvantages of the ungrounded AC microgrids 

are: (i) difficulty in the earth fault protection; penetration of inverter-based DGs and rotating-based DGs 

into the microgrid leads to non-directional current flows; during an islanded operation mode, overcurrent 

relays may not be activated to protect ungrounded AC microgrids under the second ground faults and 

line-to-line faults because of fault currents limited by inverter-based DGs [3]; (ii) the second ground fault is 

serious; and (iii) the insulation damage can occur during single-phase to ground faults; and (iv) lightning 

surges cannot flow into the earth. 

Relied on operation characteristics of ungrounded AC microgrids and a literature review on existing MG 

fault protection solutions in recent years, this paper proposes available fault protection methods for the 

ungrounded AC microgrids in order to solve difficulties in the earth fault protection, the second ground 

faults, and line-to-line faults. The proposed fault protection solutions are evaluated and analysed through 

results of microgrid transient simulations. Transient behaviours of a typical ungrounded AC microgrid are 

observed by different fault tests (e.g. line-to-ground and line-to-line faults) and microgrid operation 

transition tests between grid-connected and islanded operation cases. Advantages and shortcomings of 

each ungrounded microgrid protection solution are highlighted to figure out the effective combinations 

from possible fault protection solutions for the ungrounded AC microgrid protection. 

2. Available Fault Protection Methods Proposed for Ungrounded LVAC Microgrids 

 A Review on Existing Microgrid Fault Protection Methods 2.1.

Considering conventional overcurrent protection principles, conventional differential protection 

principles, under-voltage/over-voltage protection principles, protection principles using current and 

voltage sequence components, synchronisation check, and directional power-flow based protection, 

protective relays using the aforementioned protection principles are described in Table 1. Excepting for the 

protective relays mentioned in Table 1, other available fault protection solutions of AC microgrids not using 

the above relays are reviewed in Table 2. 

 

Table 1. Protective Relays Are Commonly Used for LVAC Microgrids, Referred to IEEE 1547 Standard 

Relays’ symbol  Relay functions 

25 Synchronism-check relay 

27/59 Under/overvoltage-based protection relays 

27G/59G Neutral under/overvoltage-based protection relays 

32 Directional power based protection relay operates on a pre-determined value of power-flow 

46 Negative-phase sequence current based protection relay 

47 Negative-phase sequence voltage based protection relay 

67 Directional overcurrent relay 

50 Instantaneous phase overcurrent relay 

50N/51N Neutral overcurrent relays 

51/51V Time overcurrent relay/ Voltage-restrained overcurrent relay 

37 Under-current or under-power based protection relays 

81U/O Under/over-frequency based protection relays 

87/87T Differential relays/ Transformer differential relays 
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Table 2. Available Fault Protection Solutions of AC Microgrids not Using Protective Relays Listed in Table 1 

Fault protection solutions Detailed descriptions 

Protection solutions use positive, negative, 
and zero sequence components of currents 
and voltages (Ipos, Ineg, Izero, Vpos, Vneg, and Vzero, 
respectively) [4]-[6]; 

+ MG protection based on zero-sequence current and voltage components; 

+ To detect LG faults, differential protection based on the zero-sequence 
current component can be used; 

+ To detect LL faults, differential protection based on the negative 
sequence current component can be proposed; 

Protection solutions use d-axis and q-axis 
components of current and voltage (Id, Iq, Vd 
and Vq, respectively) in a d-q rotating 
reference frame [7]-[9]; 

+ MG protection operates based on comparison between d-axis and q-axis 
current and voltage parameters and fundamental positive-sequence 
current and voltage parameters in a d-q rotating coordinate system; 

Admittance-based fault protection principle 
[10], [11]; 

+ An admittance based relay is developed to protect the MG, which does 
not depend on limited fault current values by inverter-based distributed 
generators; 

Differential protection systems; 
+ Differential energy based microgrid protection [12]; 

+ Impedance differential based protection scheme [13], [14]; 

Directional overcurrent protection; 

+ A current-only directional overcurrent protection principle [15], [16]; 

+ An innovative directional relaying scheme based on post-fault currents - 
this relaying scheme does not require detection of power-flow direction, 
in other words, there is no need for voltage and pre-fault current [17]; 

+ Overcurrent relay using a new time-current-voltage characteristic [18]; 

Total harmonic distortion (THD) of phase 
currents and voltages at phases a, b and c 
(THDIa, THDIb, THDIc, THDVa, THDVb, and 
THDVc, respectively) [19]-[21]; 

+ Difference in the THD values of currents and voltages between normal 
and faulted operation modes is used to detect various faults in AC 
microgrids; 

Protection schemes use wavelet 
transformation, travelling waves, and 
artificial intelligent algorithms [22]-[28]; 

+ Protection based on discrete wavelet transform (DWT) multi-resolution 
analysis [22]; 

+ Using artificial neuron network based digital relays [23], [24]; 

+ Using fuzzy logic theory, decision tree theory, data-mining technique, etc. 
[25]-[28]; 

Adaptive protection systems (with or 
without support of the communication 
system) [29]-[35]; 

+ Use overcurrent protection principles; 

+ Use over/under-voltage protection principles; 

+ Use differential protection principles; 

+ Use the THD values of current and voltage; 

Multi-agent based protection system with 
support of the communication system 
[36]-[43]; 

Wide-area protection system with support of 
the communication system [44]-[47]; 

Centralized/decentralized protection 
systems [32], [48], [49]; 

Protection system with use of external 
devices (energy storage devices or fault 
current limiters) [32], [50], [51]; 

+ Use overcurrent protection principles; 

Protection system using 3I0 current and 3V0 
voltage components; with phase currents (Ia, 
Ib, Ic) and voltages (Va, Vb, Vc), 3I0 = Ia+Ib+Ic, 
and 3V0 = Va+Vb+Vc; 

+ It is proposed to distinguish about 3I0 and 3V0 values between various 
fault situations and current and voltage unbalance cases caused by the 
load change in AC microgrids; 

Protection system using parameters Id or Idn, 
with Id = Ia + Ib + Ic and Idn = Ia + Ib + Ic + 
In (In is the neutral-line current) [52]; 

+ Difference in the values of Id and Idn between normal and faulted 
operation modes is used to detect various faults in AC microgrids; 

 

 Possible Fault Protection Methods for Ungrounded Low-Voltage AC Microgrids 2.2.

A generalized fault protection structure of ungrounded low-voltage AC microgrids can be divided into six 

individual protection zones including: (i) protection of distributed generators and energy storage devices 
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(ESSs); (ii) protection of isolation and distribution transformers; (iii) protection of power converters; (iv) 

protection of inverter-based DG and rotating-based DG branches; (v) protection of load branches; and (vi) 

protection of trunk lines and common buses. Fault protection methods proposed for each individual 

protection zone in an ungrounded LVAC MG are shown in Table 3. 
 

Table 3. Possible Fault Protection Solutions for Each Different Protection Zone in an Ungrounded LVAC MG 

Protection Zone 1 - Distributed Generators and Energy Storage Devices 

Protection of DC distributed generators and storage devices: 

In [53], fault protection solutions of DC/DC power converters and DC power sources (e.g. PV arrays, battery and 
super-capacitor systems) have been presented by the authors. Generally, common DC fault protection solutions are: (i) 
overcurrent protection (50/51), (ii) under/over-voltage protection (27/59), (iii) derivatives of current (di/dt) and voltage 
(dv/dt), and (iv) differential protection methodology. 

DC protection devices can be classified into four types, specifically: fuses, no-fuse circuit breakers, power-electronic 
devices, and relays. 

Protection of AC distributed generators: 

Common AC distributed generators are found in micro-turbine and wind-turbine generation systems. Two main types of 
AC generators are induction generators and synchronous generators. IEEE standard 1547 has presented typical examples 
for protecting synchronous and induction generators interconnected to an AC common bus [54]. Considering the 
ungrounded LVAC microgrids, AC distributed generators are ungrounded and connected to the microgrid through 
ungrounded isolation transformers. Therefore, referred to IEEE1547 Std., protective relays related to grounded neutral 
lines cannot be applied for the ungrounded AC microgrids. 

A generalized protection system for an synchronous generator contains: (i) synchronization check (25), (ii) under-voltage 
(27), (iii) over-voltage (59), (iv) over-/under-frequency (81O/U), (v) instantaneous overcurrent protection at phase lines 
(50), (vi) time overcurrent protection at phase lines (51), (vii) voltage-restrained time overcurrent (51V), (viii) power 
direction (32), (ix) current unbalance or negative-sequence overcurrent relay (46), (x) loss of excitation (40), (xi) 
differential protection (87), and (xii) directional overcurrent protection at phase lines (67). 

A generalized protection scheme of an induction generator consists of: (i) under-voltage (27), (ii) over-voltage (59), (iii) 
negative-sequence overcurrent (46), (iv) over-/under-frequency (81O/U), (v) time overcurrent protection at phase lines 
(51), (vi) differential protection (87), and (vii) instantaneous overcurrent protection at phase lines (50). 

Protection Zone 2 - Ungrounded Isolation and Distribution Transformers 

Isolation transformers are placed between DG source branches and trunk lines in an AC microgrid, while distribution 
transformers are placed between the AC microgrids and the utility grid. 

A generalized protection system of ungrounded transformers includes: (i) time overcurrent protection at phase lines (51), 
(ii) instantaneous overcurrent protection at phase lines (50), (iii) under-voltage (27), (iv) over-voltage (59), and (v) 
differential protection (87T). 

Protection Zone 3 - Power Converters 

Fuses, circuit breakers, and relays can be used for the fault protection of DC/AC power inverters. When DC/AC inverters do 
not have the ability to limit high fault currents, fuses, circuit breakers and protective relays can effectively work to isolate 
the inverters from faults based on overcurrent protection principles. However, most the inverters need to limit fault 
currents to avoid their damage, so using relays with various operating principles will be an optimal protection solution for 
the DC/AC inverters. 

Internal faults of inverters is mostly line-to-line faults caused by the short-circuit of switching devices. External faults of 
the inverters can be ground faults, line-to-line faults, and three-phase faults. Based on Table 1 and Table 2, fault protection 
solutions proposed for DC/AC inverters in ungrounded LVAC microgrids are: (i) under-voltage protection; (ii) 
under-/over-frequency protection; (iii) relays using negative-sequence current and voltage components (46, 47); (iv) total 
harmonic distortion detection of currents and voltages (THDIa, THDIb, THDIc, THDVa, THDVb, and THDVc respectively); and (v) 
protective relays using 3I0 and 3V0 components. 

Protection Zone 4 - DG Source Branches 

At an islanded operation mode of ungrounded MGs: (i) under-/over-voltage protection; (ii) negative-sequence current and 
voltage based protection (46 and 47); (iii) total harmonic distortion detection of currents and voltages; and (iv) protective 
relays using 3I0 and 3V0 components. 

At grid-connected operation mode of ungrounded MGs: (i) under-/over-voltage protection; (ii) negative-sequence current 
and voltage based protection (46 and 47); (iii) non-directional overcurrent protection relays (50/51, 51V); (iv) directional 
overcurrent protection relays (67); (v) total harmonic distortion detection of currents and voltages, and (vi) protective 
relays using 3I0 and 3V0 components. 
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Protection Zone 5 - Load Branches 

Available fault protection solutions for load branches in ungrounded AC microgrids are: (i) instantaneous and 
time-delayed overcurrent protection modules along with AC circuit breakers (52); (ii) overcurrent protection relays 
combined with high-speed fuses; (iii) under-voltage protection (27); and (iv) negative-sequence current and voltage based 
protection relays (46 and 47) – in ungrounded microgrids, relays 46 and 47 are effectively used to detect ground faults 
with very small fault current values; and (v) total harmonic distortion detection of currents and voltages. 

Protection Zone 6 - AC Trunk Lines and Common Buses 

A trunk line in an AC microgrid is defined as a line used to link two or more power sources and it does not include any load 
branches along its line length. In case of a multiple-microgrid system, a trunk line is understood as a line to link among 
individual microgrids. A common AC bus is not a trunk line only if any load branches are connected to it, so fault protection 
systems of trunk lines and common buses will have some noticeable differences at this situation. Fault protection schemes 
proposed for trunk lines and common buses in an ungrounded AC MG are mentioned as below: 

Fault protection of AC trunk lines and common buses (without any connection of load branches to the common buses): 

(i) Differential protection: Differential current, differential energy, and differential impedance based protection; 

(ii) Directional over-current relays (67): Directional overcurrent protection principles use both current and voltage 
parameters; or only current [16]; or only post-fault currents and no need of voltages and pre-fault currents [17]. 

(iii) Differential protection based on negative-sequence current components; 

(iv) Pilot relays are placed at terminals of trunk lines or common buses using various fault protection principles such as: 
(a) directional change of fault currents along with change in negative-sequence current and voltage values at pilot 
relays, (b) directional change of fault currents along with change in THD values of phase currents and voltages at pilot 
relays, (c) directional change of fault currents along with change in values of the ratios Ineg/|Ipos|, (Ineg+Izero)/Ipos, 
Vneg/Vpos, or (Vneg+Vzero)/Vpos at pilot relays, or (d) directional change of fault currents along with change in values 
of Id (Id = Ia + Ib + Ic), Va, Vb and Vc at pilot relays [52]. 

(v) Admittance based protection principles; 

Fault protection of AC common buses (with load branches connected to the common buses): 

When load branches are connected to an AC common bus and a fault occurs at this common bus, it is impossible to detect a 
directional change of currents before and after the fault. As a result, pilot relays which use different fault protection 
principles as mentioned in case of no load branches connected to the common bus, cannot be used to detect the faults. 
Similarly, use of differential relays is also ineffective. Thus, only some following protection solutions are adaptable to solve 
the above problem, including: 

(i) Directional over-current relays; 

(ii) Admittance based protection relay; 

 

3. Evaluating Critical Fault Protection Solutions of Ungrounded LVAC Microgrids Based 
on Transient Simulation Results 

Transient simulation results of a typical ungrounded LVAC microgrid are used to evaluate fault protection 

methods proposed for each different protection zone in an ungrounded LVAC microgrid. A typical 

ungrounded AC microgrid is indicated in Fig. 1. This microgrid has a 20.16kW PV generation system, a 

100kWh battery power conditioning system, and a 65kW gas micro-turbine system. This is an actual LVAC 

microgrid test-bed built at Institute of Nuclear Energy Research, Taiwan. All neutral points of isolation 

transformers, distribution transformer, and distributed generators are isolated from the ground to 

configure a low-voltage AC ungrounded MG. 

Considering fault protection solutions suggested for DC and AC distributed generators, energy storage 

devices (ESSs), and ungrounded isolation and distribution transformers as mentioned at Table 3, these 

solutions use mostly protective relays listed in Table 1. In addition to, IEEE 1547.2-2008 standard also 

guides combinations of protective relays mentioned in Table 1 in order to protect DGs and transformers. 

Therefore, this paper ignores evaluation of fault protection methods of DGs, ESSs, and transformers in 

ungrounded LVAC microgrids. Moreover, fault protection of load branches is unnecessary to be evaluated 

because using common protective relays listed in Table 1 is very effectively to protect the load branches in 

MGs [29]-[35]. From above reasons, only protection solutions proposed for inverters, DG source branches, 
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trunk lines, and common buses will be evaluated in details. 

Transient behaviours of an ungrounded LVAC microgrid are surveyed through single-line to ground (SLG) 

fault and line-to-line (LL) fault tests at three different locations, namely, at an AC trunk line - F2 location, at 

an AC common bus - F3-1 location, and at output of a DC/AC inverter at a PV branch - F3-2 location; and 

microgrid operation transition test from an islanded mode into a grid-connected mode. In relation to 

operation of an ungrounded microgrid simulation model, a PV system, a battery system, and a 

micro-turbine system operate at an islanded mode from 0s to 60s, and they are connected to the utility grid 

after the 60th second. Starting time of the micro-turbine system is about 40s, so it is interconnected to the 

PV and battery systems from the 45th second. After 60s, the micro-turbine system will be synchronized to 

the utility grid along with the PV and battery systems. SLG and LL faults are assumed to occur at the 10th, 

50th and 62nd seconds in a simulated ungrounded AC microgrid. Operation transition test of an ungrounded 

MG from the islanded mode into the grid-connected mode is simulated at the 60th second. For a fault 

location F2, two microgrid digital relays (MDR), MDR6 and MDR7, will measure fault parameters, refer to 

Fig. 1. For a fault location F3-1, MDR4, MDR5&MDR7 are activated. For a fault location F3-2, MDR4 are 

activated to protect a PV branch. 

 

TR#3

150kVA, 380/380V

Iron Loss: 437W

Copper Loss: 2929 W

Impedance: 4.14%

Primary-Side Resistance: 25.5mΩ 

Second-Side Resistance: 19.5mΩ

Efficiency: 97.8%

Voltage Regulation Factor: 2.0%

PV System Inverter

DC Input

MPPT Working Voltage: 350~800V

Max Input Voltage: 1000V

Max Input Current: 15A

AC Output

Rated Voltage: 380Vrms

Ratio Current: 29A

Max Continue Working Current: 30A

Frequency: 57~63Hz

Power Factor: -0.9 ~ +0.9

THDI: <3%

One PV module

Max Output Power: 240Wp

Max Output Voltage: 30.35V 

Max Output Current: 7.91A

Open-circuit voltage: 37.83 V

Short-circuit current: 8.38A

A PV array has 21 PV modules in 

series, and the PV system has 4 arrays

PCS100 TR#5

150 kVA, 380/380V

Impedance: 4.38%

Primary-Side Resistance: 11.65mΩ

Second-Side Resistance: 15mΩ

PCS 100 Inverter

DC Input:

MPPT Working Voltage: 585~784V

Maximum Voltage: 1000 V

Maximum Current: 100A

AC Output:

Rated Voltage: 380Vrms

Maximum Working Current: 150A

Frequency: 60 ± 0.1%(Hz)

Power Factor: -0.9 ~ +0.9

THDI: <3%

PCS 100 Performance

Efficiency: >97%

Voltage Accuracy: ±1%

Frequency Accuracy: ±0.1%

Power Accuracy: ±3%

Overload Capability: 10min-120% 

30sec-150%; 2sec-200%

TR#2

100kVA, 480/380V

Iron Loss: 394W

Copper Loss: 1701W

Impedance: 2.81%

Primary-Side Resistance: 35.44 mΩ

Second-Side Resistance: 18.3 mΩ

Efficiency: 97.95%

Voltage Regulation Factor: 1.73%

Protection of a micro-turbine system

Grid-connected mode

Low Voltage: 422Vrms, TD = 2s

Fast Low Voltage: 240Vrms, TD = 0.16s

Over Voltage: 528Vrms, TD = 1s

Fast Over Voltage: 576Vrms, TD = 0.16s

Low Frequency: 59.3Hz, TD = 0.16s

High Frequency: 60.5Hz, TD = 0.16s

Islanded mode

Low Voltage: 352Vrms, TD = 10s

Over Voltage: 528Vrms, TD = 10s

Low Frequency: 45Hz, TD = 10s

High Frequency: 65Hz, TD=10s

AC
DC

DC
DC

LCL-Filter

52

MDR5

TR#1

500kVA, 11.4/0.38kV

Iron Loss: 832W

Copper Loss: 6458 W

Impedance: 4%

Primary-Side Resistance: 27.96mΩ

Second Side Resistance: 4.511mΩ

Efficiency: 98.56%

Voltage Regulation Factor: 1.37%
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Type: 

XPLE50mm2

Length: 35m

Type:

3-200QCVmm2

Length: 13m

R: 0.0922Ω/km

Type: 12-250QCVmm2

Length: 25m

R: 0.0722Ω/km6´50kVar 

AC
DC

52

DC
AC

LCL-Filter
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Turbine

MDR1
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DC

DC
DC

LCL-filter

PV 
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52
MDR4

Load

F3-2

F2
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XPLE50mm2

Length: 35m

52

52

52 MDR6MDR3

MDR7

Battery power 

conditioning 

system (PCS100)

TR#3

PCS100 

TR#5TR#4TR#2

TR#1

F3-1

 

Fig. 1. A low-voltage AC microgrid test-bed with ungrounded isolation and distribution transformers and 

ungrounded DGs and ESSs is used to simulate in PSCAD. 

 

 Transient Simulation Results of Single-Line to Ground Faults at F2, F3-1, and F3-2 3.1.

For a SLG fault occurring at a location F2 (i.e. the location of an AC trunk line in an ungrounded microgrid), 

MDR6 and MDR7 will observe positive, negative and zero sequence currents and voltages (Ipos, Ineg, Izero and 

Vpos, Vneg, Vzero, respectively), ratios of Ineg/Ipos, Izero/Ipos, (Ineg+Izero)/Ipos, Vneg/Vpos, Vzero/Vpos, and 

(Vneg+Vzero)/Vpos, total harmonic distortion of currents and voltages at each phase a, b and c (THDIa, THDIb, 

THDIc, THDVa, THDVb, and THDVc), and three-phase fault currents and voltages (Ia, Ib, Ic, Va, Vb, and Vc), as 

shown in Fig. 2 and Fig. 3. SLG fault inception time is at the 50th and 62nd seconds. The SLG fault time is 0.1s. 

At the 50th second, micro-turbine, PV, and battery systems are operating at an islanded mode. The battery 
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system is fully charged. Total load power in a simulated ungrounded microgrid is 45kW. On the other hand, 

at the 62nd second, micro-turbine, PV, and battery systems are connected to the utility grid. 

For a SLG fault occurring at a location F3-1 (i.e. location at a AC common bus), MDR4, MDR5, and MDR7 

will observe positive, negative, and zero sequence currents and voltages, ratios of Ineg/Ipos, Izero/Ipos, 

(Ineg+Izero)/Ipos, Vneg/Vpos, Vzero/Vpos, and (Vneg+Vzero)/Vpos, THD of currents and voltages, and 

three-phase fault currents and voltages, as indicated in Fig. 4. The SLG fault occurs at the 50th second and 

the fault time is 0.1s. For a SLG fault occurring at a location F3-2 (i.e. location at a DG source branch), fault 

parameters are measured at MDR4 and PV inverter’s output, as seen in Fig. 5, Fig. 6, and Fig. 7. The SLG 

fault occurs at the 10th, 50th, and 62nd seconds and the fault time is 0.1s. It is noted that at the 10th second, a 

battery system is being charged by a 20.16kW PV generation system and an 18kW resistive load is 

connected to the simulated microgrid. 

Considering SLG fault simulation results at F2 (phase a is a faulted phase) occurring at the 50th and 62nd 

seconds: MDR6 and MDR7 can use parameters Ineg, Vneg, Ineg/Ipos, (Ineg+Izero)/Ipos, Vneg/Vpos, 

(Vneg+Vzero)/Vpos, THDIa, and THDVa to exactly detect a SLG fault because values of these parameters 

increase suddenly when the SLG fault occurs at F2, referred to Fig. 2 and Fig. 3. Values of the above 

parameters at a faulted situation are many times higher than those at a normal operation mode of a 

simulated ungrounded microgrid. At the 62nd second, a fault current value measured at MDR6 is the sum of 

partial fault currents from a micro-turbine system and from the grid. In Fig. 2(b), phase fault currents 

measured at PV and battery branches are limited to 2.0pu because they are connected to the microgrid 

through power-converter interfaces. In Fig. 3, THD of the fault current measured at MDR6 at the 62nd 

second is high at 70%, while THD of the operating current observed at MDR6 before the 62nd second is 

about 30%. High THD of the operating current at 30% can be caused by neutral point shift of voltage and 

current in the ungrounded microgrid, which can lead to false tripping of MDR6 when the ungrounded 

microgrid is normally operating at a grid-connected mode. 

 

 

(a) Various parameters measured by MDR6 for a SLG fault at the 50th second. 

 

 

(b) PV current and voltage parameters (Vabc_PV and Iabc_PV) and output voltages and currents of the battery 

system (Va_Bat, Vb_Bat, Vc_Bat, Ia_Bat, Ib_Bat, Ic_Bat). 
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(c) Various parameters measured by MDR7 for a SLG fault at the 50th second. 

Fig. 2. Fault parameters observed at MDR6 and MDR7 at the 50th second. 

 

 

Fig. 3. Fault parameters observed at MDR6, at the 62nd second, and at the F2 location. 

 
Considering SLG fault simulation results at F3-1 (phase a is a faulted phase) at the 50th second: MDR7 

measures a fault current flowing from a micro-turbine source branch to location F3-1. Fig. 4(b) shows that 

two parameters of positive sequence current and voltage measured at MDR7 cannot be used to detect a SLG 

fault at F3-1 because their values insignificantly change when the fault occurs. In Fig. 4(c), direction of fault 

currents observed at MDR4 and MDR5 is opposite to that observed at MDR7. MDR4 and MDR5 measure 

currents and voltages of PV and battery branches, respectively, while MDR7 measures currents and voltages 
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at the micro-turbine branch. Fault currents at the PV, battery, and micro-turbine source branches are limited 

to less than 2.0pu. Besides that, because of a neutral point shift in the ungrounded MG, output fault currents 

at the PV and battery systems have a DC-offset level. Values of parameters Ineg, Vneg, Ineg/Ipos, 

(Ineg+Izero)/Ipos, Vneg/Vpos, (Vneg+Vzero)/Vpos, THDIa, and THDVa are very high during the fault time. 

 

  
 

 

 
(c) Phase fault currents and voltages measured at MDR4, MDR7, and MDR5. 

Fig. 4. Fault parameters observed at MDR4, MDR5, & MDR7 for a SLG fault at F3-1 at the 50th second in a 

simulated ungrounded MG. 

 

Considering transient simulation results of a SLG fault at F3-2 (phase a is a faulted phase): MDR4 is 

installed to protect a PV source branch when a SLG fault F3-2 occurs at the 10th second. MDR4 measures a 

fault current flowing from a battery storage system to F3-2. PV inverter’s output measures a fault current 

produced by PV arrays as shown in Fig. 5. Fault protection solutions for PV inverters are ineffective in case 

of using zero-sequence current Izero and a ratio Izero/Ipos because their values during the fault time 

(duration of 0.1s from the 10th second) negligibly change when compared to their values at a normal 

operation mode of an ungrounded microgrid. Remaining parameters such as Ipos, Ineg, Vpos, Vneg, Ineg/Ipos, 

(Ineg+Izero)/Ipos, Vneg/Vpos, (Vneg+Vzero)/Vpos, THDIa, or THDVa can be applied for SLG fault protection 

solutions of PV inverters in the PV source branch, refer to Fig. 5. When the SLG fault F3-2 occurs at the 50th 

second, MDR4 placed at terminal of the PV branch observes fault currents flowing from micro-turbine and 

battery systems to a faulty location F3-2. Fault current directions observed at MDR4 and the PV inverter’s 

output are opposite to each other, refer to Fig. 6(b). Besides that, Fig. 6(a) indicates that MDR4 cannot use 

zero-sequence current Izero and a ratio Izero/Ipos to detect the SLG fault F3-2 at the 50th second because 

(a) Fault parameters measured at MDR4 for a SLG 
fault at F3-1. 

 

(b) Fault parameters measured at MDR7 for a SLG 

fault at F3-1. 
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difference in their values between normal operation and faulted modes is insignificant. For a SLG fault F3-2 

occurring at the 62nd second, an ungrounded LVAC microgrid is connected to the utility grid, so total fault 

current flowing from the grid, micro-turbine and battery systems is observed at MDR4, see Fig. 7. Two 

parameters Izero and Izero/Ipos cannot be used for the SLG fault detection at the PV branch. 

 

 

Fig. 5. Fault parameters are observed at PV inverter’s output in the PV branch with respect to a SLG fault F3-2 

occurring at the 10th second. 
 

 

(a) Parameters measured at MDR4 for a SLG fault F3-2 at the 50th second. 

 

(b) Phase fault currents and voltages measured at MDR4 and the PV inverter’s output (Iabc_INV and Vabc_INV) in 

the PV branch. 

Fig. 6. Simulation results of a SLG fault F3-2 occurring at the 50th second. 
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Fig. 7. Fault parameters are observed at MDR4 for the SLG fault F3-2 occurring at the 62nd second. 

 

 Transient Simulation Results of Line-to-Line Faults at F2, F3-1, and F3-2 Locations 3.2.

 

  
 

 
 

 
(c) Phase fault currents and voltages measured at MDR7 and MDR6. 

Fig. 8. Fault parameters observed at MDR6 & MDR7 with respect to a LL fault F2 at the 50th second. 
 

Considering a line-to-line (LL) fault occurring at an AC trunk line (a F2 location as indicated in Fig. 1) in a 

simulated ungrounded LVAC microgrid, fault parameters are observed at MDR6 and MDR7 as shown in Fig. 

8 and Fig. 9. The LL fault occurs at the 50th and 62nd seconds. Based on transient simulation results of a LL 

fault at F2, main conclusions are given as the following: (i) parameters Izero, Vzero, Izero/Ipos and Vzero/Vpos 

cannot be applied for LL fault protection solutions. Otherwise, other parameters such as Ineg, Vneg, Ineg/Ipos, 

(Ineg+Izero)/Ipos, Vneg/Vpos, (Vneg+Vzero)/Vpos, THDIa, THDIb, THDVa and THDVb can be effectively applied to 

 

 Time (s) Time (s) 

(a) Parameters measured at MDR7 for a line-to-line 
fault F2 at the 50th second. 

 

(b) Parameters measured at MDR6 for a line-to-line 
fault F2 at the 50th second. 
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detect the LL fault at F2; (ii) THD of phase currents is quite high at a grid-connected operation mode of the 

ungrounded microgrid, see Fig. 9(b). One of reasons can be non-synchronization of neutral points between 

the ungrounded microgrid and the utility (in other words, a problem of neutral point shift in the 

ungrounded microgrid); (iii) a LL fault voltage drops to 50% of a rated voltage value; (iv) DC-offset 

components exist in the operating and fault currents of a simulated ungrounded MG because of a neutral 

point shift, see Fig. 8(c). Therefore, it is necessary to solve this problem in real-time ungrounded LVAC 

microgrids in order to restrict mal-operation of fault protection systems; and (v) THD values of phase fault 

currents and voltages are very high at fault inception times (at the 50th and 62nd seconds). 
 

 

(a) Parameters measured at MDR7 for a line-to-line fault F2 at the 62nd second. 
 

  

(b) Parameters measured at MDR6 for a line-to-line fault F2 at the 62nd second. 

Fig. 9. Fault parameters observed at MDR6 & MDR7 with respect to a LL fault F2 at the 62nd second. 
 

Considering a LL fault occurring at an AC common bus – a F3-1 location, MDR4, MDR5, and MDR7 should 

be activated to isolate this LL fault. Because a faulty common bus (F3-1) does not contain any load branch 

(referred to Fig. 1), LL fault behaviours at the F3-1 location are similar to LL fault behaviours at the location 

F2 - a trunk line. In particular, parameters Izero, Vzero, Izero/Ipos and Vzero/Vpos cannot be used for line-to-line 

fault detection at the F3-1 location, otherwise, other parameters such as Ineg, Vneg, Ineg/Ipos, (Ineg+Izero)/Ipos, 

Vneg/Vpos, (Vneg+Vzero)/Vpos, THDIa, THDIb, THDVa and THDVb can be effectively used. The LL fault F3-1 

happens at the 50th second, meanwhile, a battery energy storage system is fully charged by PV and 

micro-turbine systems. Therefore, the battery storage system immediately discharges to the MG in order to 

maintain the MG operating voltage. Consequently, fault voltages are not reduced to zero. Fault currents of PV, 
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battery, and micro-turbine systems are less than 2.0pu due to fault current limitation ability of DC/AC 

power inverters. 

Considering a LL fault occurring at a PV source branch (F3-2), Fig. 10 and Fig. 11 describe fault parameters 

that are observed at MDR4 and the PV inverter’s output. The line-to-line fault F3-2 occurs at the 10th and 50th 

seconds and is cleared after 0.1s. Based on transient simulation results, parameters Izero, Vzero, Izero/Ipos, and 

Vzero/Vpos cannot be used for LL fault detection. DC-offset components appear at phase currents of a 

battery source branch when the LL fault occurs (see Fig. 10(a)). After the fault is cleared, it spends a 

short-time period for the phase currents to recover their normal waveforms. Depending on a time constant, 

the DC-offset current components are decayed quickly or slowly. 

 

 

(a) Currents and voltages at MDR4 and the PV inverter’s output regarding a LL fault F3-2 at the 10th second. 

 
(b) Parameters measured at the PV inverter’s output regarding a LL fault F3-2 at the 10th second. 

 

(c) Parameters measured at MDR4 regarding a LL fault F3-2 at the 10th second. 

Fig. 10. Fault parameters observed at MDR4 and the inverter’s output in a PV branch with regard to a LL 

fault F3-2 at the 10th second. 
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Fig. 11. Fault parameters observed at MDR4 and at the PV inverter’s output in a PV branch regarding a LL 
fault F3-2 at the 50th second. 

 

 Transient Simulation Results of an Operation Transition Test of Ungrounded MGs 3.3.

In order to distinguish between transient behaviours of fault situations and those of operation transition 

cases of an ungrounded MG, Fig. 12 shows the instant changes in values of parameters THDIa, THDIb, THDIc, 

THDVa, THDVb, THDVc, Ipos, Ineg, Izero, Vpos, Vneg, Vzero, Ineg/Ipos, Izero/Ipos, (Ineg+Izero)/Ipos, Vneg/Vpos, 

Vzero/Vpos, and (Vneg+Vzero)/Vpos with respect to a line-to-ground fault occurring at a location F2 with fault 

inception time at the 50th second and an operation transition test of the ungrounded MG from an islanded 

mode into a grid-connected mode at the 60th second. Based on simulation results in Fig. 12, values of the 

ratios Vneg/Vpos, Ineg/Ipos, (Ineg+Izero)/Ipos, (Vneg+Vzero)/Vpos, and THD values of phase currents and 

voltages observed from a LG fault situation have a significant increase many times higher than those 

observed from a operation transition test of the ungrounded AC microgrid. Moreover, positive and negative 

sequence currents and voltages can be used to differentiate between the fault and the MG operation 

transition. Change in values of zero-sequence current and voltage are ineffective to distinguish between the 

faults and the operation transition of an ungrounded AC microgrid. 
 

  
 

 

 

Fig. 12. Transient responses of a LG fault and MG’s operation transition. 

(a) Parameters measured at the PV inverter’s 
output at the 50th second. 

(b) Parameters measured at MDR4 regarding a LL 
fault F3-2 at the 50th second. 

 

Time (s) Time (s) Time (s) Time (s) 

(a) Parameters measured at the LG fault time (the 
50th second) and the MG’s operation transition time 

(the 60th second) at MDR7. 
 

(b) Parameters measured at the LG fault time (the 
50th second) and the MG’s operation transition time 

(the 60th second) at MDR6. 
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 Evaluation and Combination of Proposed Ungrounded AC Microgrid Fault 3.4.
Protection Solutions 

Table 4 shows evaluations of fault protection solutions proposed for ungrounded AC MGs that are focused 

on the fault protection of power converters, DG source branches, load branches, trunk lines, and common 

buses. More clearly, the evaluations of the fault protection solutions corresponding to individual protection 

zones of an ungrounded MG are based on transient simulation results of a typical ungrounded LVAC MG 

aforementioned. Necessary combinations among possible fault protection solutions of an ungrounded AC 

MG are also indicated in Table 4 through selecting primary and back-up protection solutions. 

 

Table 4. Evaluating Fault Protection Solutions Proposed for Power Converters, Source Branches, Load 
Branches, Trunk Lines, and AC Common Buses in Ungrounded AC Microgrids 

Individual protection zones of 

an ungrounded LVAC microgrid 

Protection 

types 

Evaluation and combination of the proposed fault protection solutions 

for the microgrid primary and back-up protection 

1. Fault protection of power 

converters 

Primary 

protection 

Under-voltage protection (27) 

Under-/over-frequency protection (81U/O) 

Relays using Ineg and Vneg (relays 46 and 47, respectively) 

Back-up 

protection 

Total harmonic distortion detection of currents and voltages: For 

ungrounded AC microgrids, THD of current and voltage can be high in 

cases of high penetration of inverter-based DGs or power unbalance. 

Using the ratios Ineg/Ipos, Vneg/Vpos, (Izero+Ineg)/Ipos, or 

(Vzero+Vneg)/Vpos (referred to transient simulation results with respect 

to line-to-line and line-to-ground faults at a F3-2 location) 

Using 3I0 and 3V0 components: With respect to an ungrounded AC 

microgrid, current/voltage unbalance usually occurs when the 

one-phase or three-phase loads power is changed. Therefore, it is 

needed to accurately differentiate about 3I0 and 3V0 values between 

faults and load unbalance cases. Besides that, a problem of neutral point 

shift in the ungrounded MG can increase the values of 3I0 and 3V0, which 

can lead to mal-operation of the inverter protection. As a result, 3I0 and 

3V0 based methods are only considered for back-up protection of DC/AC 

inverters in ungrounded AC MGs. 

2. Fault protection of DG branches 

At an islanded operation mode 

of ungrounded microgrids 

Primary 

protection 

Under-/over-voltage protection (27/59) 

Negative-sequence current and voltage based protection (46 and 47) 

Back-up 

protection 

Total harmonic distortion detection of currents and voltages 

Using the ratios Ineg/Ipos, Vneg/Vpos, (Izero+Ineg)/Ipos, or 

(Vzero+Vneg)/Vpos  (referred to transient simulation results with respect 

to LL and LG faults at F3-2) 

Using 3I0 and 3V0 components 

At a grid-connected operation 

mode of ungrounded 

microgrids 

Primary 

protection 

Under-/over-voltage protection (27/59) 

Negative-sequence current and voltage based protection (46 and 47) 

Non-directional overcurrent protection relays (50, 51, 51V) 

Directional overcurrent protection relays (67) 

Back-up 

protection 

Total harmonic distortion detection of currents and voltages 

Using the ratios Ineg/Ipos, Vneg/Vpos, (Izero+Ineg)/Ipos, or 

(Vzero+Vneg)/Vpos 

Using 3I0 and 3V0 components 

3. Fault protection of load 

branches 

Primary 

protection 

Instantaneous and time-delayed overcurrent protection modules 

(50/51) along with AC circuit breakers (52) 

Overcurrent protection relays combined with high-speed fuses 

Directional overcurrent protection relays (67) 

Under-voltage protection (27) 

Negative-sequence current-and voltage-based protection (46 and 47) 

Back-up Total harmonic distortion detection of currents and voltages 
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protection 

4. Fault protection of AC trunk lines and common buses 

Protection of trunk lines or 

common buses without any 

connection of load branches to 

the protected buses 

Primary 

protection & 

Back-up 

protection 

Directional over-current relays (fault currents can be high enough to 

activate overcurrent relays in case of high penetration of DGs into 

ungrounded microgrids) 

Differential protection based on negative-sequence current components 

or impedance components: These solutions are effective to detect 

ground faults with the very small phase fault currents. 

Pilot relays placed at terminals of trunk lines or common buses use 

various fault protection principles (see Table 3) 

Admittance based protection principles 

Protection of AC common buses 

with connection of load 

branches 

Primary 

protection & 

Back-up 

protection 

Directional over-current relays are very effective to detect the faults 

when AC common buses contain load branches. 

Differential protection based on negative-sequence current components 

or impedance components 

Admittance based protection principles 

 

4. Discussion 

To investigate transient responses of a typical LVAC ungrounded microgrid, line-to-line and 

line-to-ground faults are assumed to occur at an AC trunk line, a common AC bus, and a PV source branch. 

Besides that, an operation transition case of the ungrounded microgrid is also investigated. Fault simulation 

results show that parameters Ineg, Vneg, Ineg/Ipos, (Ineg+Izero)/Ipos, Vneg/Vpos, (Vneg+Vzero)/Vpos, and THD 

values of phase currents and voltages can be applied for fault protection methods of power converters, DG 

source branches, load branches, AC trunk lines, and common buses; and the 3I0 and 3V0 components can be 

only utilized for back-up fault protection solutions in an ungrounded AC microgrid because of neural point 

shift and the power unbalance of three phases. Table 4 indicates that fast-acting fuses and power-electronic 

protective devices can be used to protect power converters and load branches; use of communication 

systems is needed to improve fault protection systems of ungrounded microgrids; and combination of 

primary and back-up fault protection solutions at each individual protection zone in an ungrounded 

microgrid into a digital relay will be an effective selection to design a microgrid protection system. The used 

digital relay should contain a variety of different primary and back-up protection modules of an 

ungrounded AC microgrid. On the other hand, possible fault protection solutions for each individual 

protection zone of an ungrounded microgrid are not compared in this paper, for example, comparison on 

total fault clearing time or their operation principles. These protection solutions are only evaluated based 

on their advantages and disadvantages as well as transient simulation results of a typical LVAC ungrounded 

microgrid. Then, the paper shows which fault protection solutions should be appropriately used as primary 

protection or back-up protection of ungrounded AC microgrids. 

5. Conclusion 

This paper has presented how to identify an ungrounded AC microgrid configuration based on three 

following conditions: (i) IBDGs only use 3-phase and 3-wire power converter interfaces to directly connect 

to the microgrid; (ii) IBDGs and RBDGs use ungrounded isolation transformers to connect to the microgrid; 

and (iii) distributed generators and energy storage devices are not grounded. A generalized fault protection 

structure of ungrounded AC microgrids is divided into six different protection zones. Due to reviewing the 

existing MG protection systems and analysing transient simulation results of the ungrounded AC microgrid, 

available fault protection solutions are proposed for each protection zone in an ungrounded AC MG. 

Moreover, selection among proposed fault protection solutions to design primary protection and back-up 

protection for power converters, source and load branches, trunk lines, and common buses in an 
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ungrounded AC microgrid is done. Thereby, technicians can properly select which main and back-up 

protection methods are optimal for their ungrounded microgrids. 
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